The development of a new generation of high-speed pixelated detectors has led to renewed interest in ptychography for electron microscopy. In contrast to conventional imaging, which is limited by the numerical aperture of the lens, ptychography with a high-dynamic range detector [1] can recover phase information from the full diffraction pattern. The projected potential of the specimen can then be retrieved to a resolution limited by the largest scattering angle and achieve much higher resolution and contrast than traditional imaging modes [2]. Current algorithms are based upon the strong phase approximation (SPA), which breaks down in the presence of strong dynamic scattering -resulting in a resolution reduction and contrast reversals in reconstructions even at moderate sample thicknesses, as shown in Figure 1 .
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Although a multi-slice ptychography approach [3] , which divides the specimen into multiple layers, has been developed, it is rarely stable when reconstructing crystalline structures. First, the algorithm can easily converge to incorrect solutions because there are many more unknown variables than in SPA ptychography, while the input data (diffraction patterns) remains unchanged. Secondly, existing algorithms require precise knowledge of the sample thickness, which can require extensive matching to a large set of simulated diffraction patterns from known structures -problematic for unknown structures.
Here we modify the multi-slice ePIE algorithm to improve its convergence and address the thickness determination problem. The algorithm sets the distance between each slice to an integer multiple of the size of the unit cell, which can be determined from the measured HOLZ lines in the input data. In a crystal the projected potentials for each slice should then be exactly the same, and we only need to reconstruct a single transmission function for all slices -reducing the degrees of freedoms in the reconstruction problem. Instead of using a fixed total thickness, the algorithm begins with a few layers and dynamically adds additional slices to the reconstruction. For full diffraction patterns, the error between measured data and reconstruction reaches a minimum at the physical thickness and increases if more slices are added.
As an experimental demonstration, we imaged niobium chloride (Nb3Cl8) at 120 keV beam energy and 24 mrad aperture semi-angle. From multi-slice simulations the sample is estimated to be 10.7 nm thick. Down the [001] direction, the two Nb atoms are 0.67 Å apart (Figure 2a) , which is smaller than the 0.854 Å Rayleigh limit, and not resolved in the ADF image (Figure 2b ). While the SPA ePIE reconstruction shows the light Cl atoms, it fails to resolve the Nb-Nb spacing, as the resolution is reduced by multiple scattering. In the multi-slice reconstruction, the two Nb atoms are resolved at the expected thickness (Figure 3d 
